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The class of self~~r~~~g~nal co es of half di~~~isi~f~ over &e fields 
G&2), GF(3), and GF(4) is known to contain hig.~y interesting speci- 
mens, especially from a corn binatorial point of view. The first and basic 
question one wants to answer when presented with such a code is that I 
of the minimum weight. Except for the usually impracticable method 
of exhaustive search there seems to be no systematic method available 
for answering this question. In this paper we present wo theorems 
developed to answer the basic question in the case of the (60,X)) 
quadratic residue code over GE(?). 
Our “contraption map” seems to us to be of some real interest 
theoretically since it establishes aconnection between the binary Golay 
code and the ($4) extended jamming code on the one hand and the 
ternary Coiay cade and our f$O,30) on the other 
The second theorem is useftu in reducing computation. 
~opef~~~y, these results will be useful to others, There is very little 
known about the minimum weights in extended quadratic residue codes ‘, 
especially wiaert the ground fkfd is not GF(2). Some further hard infor- 
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’ FOX a itable of known remits, see [ 31. 
matkon might very well prove useful,, since at present llere is not even 
available a conjecture as to what happens when the block length gets 
large. 
We are grateful to David J. Segal for his kghly competent help with 
the writing of the computer program described in 5 5. 
§ 2. Background 
\rl : here briefly describe those elementary notions needed to report 
our main results. For a fuller discussion the reader is referred to I 1, $2 I 
or [ 2, pp” 124-- 126 and 53 1. For a still more leisurely discussion the 
xzder is referred to [ 63. . 
Se; .F be 2 field and set I/ = F*, the vector space of ordered Muples 
over F. Let A be a k-dimensional subspace of V. T’ll~z~ A is called an 
(n, k) code otl!er F. The vectors in A are called mde-:Fectors. Thl; weight 
of a vector in I/ is the number of non-zero components, the support of 
v is thr: set of coordinate places where it is mm-zero. 
We endow V, the ambient space, with the usual inner product, 
n 
cVm W’! = _/ Vi Wi T
i=l 
where v = (vl, t’29 . ..+ t+.,j and w = (wl, “12, .. . . w,); and the dual or 
orfh~gmal of A, denoted by AL, is the (n - @-dimensional subspace of 
Y consisting of those vectors v Gth (9, g> = 0 for all a in A. The dual of 
A is, of course, an (~2,112 - I-1 *, CON cvc:r JF. For the purposes of this paper, 
O”J~ say that A is self-orthogona! if A as contained in II’; i.e., (a, b) = 0 
for aI1 a and b in A. (Caution: ‘“self-orthogonal” is someltimes reserved 
for those A with k = $z.) 
If A is a ca3de over F in the ambient space V, am t,‘variance of A is a 
monomial transformation of v leaving A fixed as a subspace. Thus, all 
invatiance k defined by a permutation, 7~ of ( 1, 2, . . . . n i together with 
n non-zero elements of F, say q! e2, . . . . E,, and if o is such and if 
v = (IQ, v2, . . . . v+J is in V, then 
Tkie set of invariances Qf A is , of course, a subgroup of the group of 
mon~~~jal matrkx~ &*itd the map sending a: fo n i; a hom~~morphis~ of 
that group into the symrrletric group on n letters, 
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A code is called cyclic if its invariance group contains the monomial 
transformation defined by q = 1 for i = 1 5 2, . . . . n and n(i) = t + 1 
(mod n) for i = 1, 2, . . . . ~1. For a cyclic code .R, one can always find a 
k X H matrix G of the form & ; lirl] *:&i-here 1k is the k X k ildcntity matrix 
andMakX(tz - k) matrix with the rows of G generating the subspace 
A. 
fj 3. Contraction maps 
Let A be a code over Fin the ambient space V and let S be an ordered 
set of pfl vectors in V. Using the inner product in V, we get a linear ma:p, 
@, of v into w Z Fm, the ith coordinate of the image of u in V being the 
inner product of u with ifh vector of S. The image of A is a code over H; 
with ambient space W. 0f course, the properties of this image will 
depend heavily on the choice of S. ?‘he purpose of this section is to 
show that, with a proper choice of S, self-orthogonality can be pre- 
served. 
For the speciai R nplication we have in mind, we will be taking I;’ to 
be GF(3), but the process is simpler when F is GF(2) and. we first 
briefly sketch that perhaps even more important situation: Let /l be a 
self-orthogonal code over GF(2) and-let c be an invariance of A. Since 
all the ei being non-zero are now necessarily 1, u is determined bly its 
permutation 7~ We assume that 71 consists of m s-cycles and that s is odd. 
Thus, 12 = nw and we take for our m vectors those that are 1 on a given 
cycle of 7r and 0 elsewhere. The contraction map $ , then, clearly maps 
V = GF(2)n onto W = GF(2)m and A onto a subspace of IV. If -4 is self- 
orthogonal and a and b are in A, then it follows that if ( $a, $dd f 0, 
then (a + mz + . . . + @a, ii + ab + . . . + d-’ &:( # 0; this imples, since CJ 
is an invariance, that when A self-orthogonal so is J/(A ). We also remark 
thalt whenever all weights in A are congruent o 3 (mod 4), the same 
will be true in $(A ), since the weight of a + oa * . . . 3- ;3 ‘-- ’ a iS Siflrply S 
times the weight of $a. 
Example. We take for A the celebrated (24,, 12) extend& binary Golay 
code. Its group of invaridnces is well known to be the Hathieu group 
M,, . There is precisely one conjugacy class of order 3 whose elements 
Sol .t the 24 coordinates into (:ight 3-cycles. Applying t Ile above: yroce- 
due, we have a contrar:tion of this code into the well known (8, 4) code 
over GF(2; - i:je ~~~~~&x,f f&lamming code - which ODE can get dii*eL%tlY 
frcm the gm$ cWe plme of order 2. It is easy to WE: tkdt the ~ontrac- 
tion mqp is,. in thisl LW, onto. In fact, more is true: The ~@ht-8 v@f;to~~ 
of the (24, II 2) co& are, aa is wall ktnowrt , t11c Steiner Syskm of‘ Pwe 
5 - 8 - 24 arxid their c! mtractiora covers the weight4 vector3 of the (8, 41 
code. ‘lb see this, one argues a~ follows: Given three 30cycles, choose a 
weight-8 vcxtor of the (24, 2 2) having three I’s on me cycle and at 
least one I sn the other two. It is easy to see that a weight-8 vector with 
three 1’s cd a 3-cycle mtlst have rlwo 1”s on some 0th~~ and ane 1 cm 
three remrlining 3-cycfes. GM chosen weight-8 vector will, therefore, 
necessarily contract to a weight-4 vectasr UT the (8,4) code and by 
possibly altering our choice of II ‘s, we can be sure that it iv&I have 1 on 
the chosen three 3cyctes. Therefore, we have directly shown that the 
contraction cantains the Steiner system sf type 3 - 4 V 8 which is well 
known to be the weight-4 vectors of the (8,4) code. As far as we know,, 
this particular connection between the Steine; system of type 5 - 8 - 24 
and that of type 3 - 4 - 8 has not previously been observed. 
Next, we specialize to F= GF(3). Let A be a code over GF(3) and let 
u be an invariance of A. Let Y be the order of o. For our m vectors we 
shall want to choose vectors such that IOU = u or ou = -u. There may slot 
be any such u. The situation is described by the following two lemmas. 
Roof. au = v implies @k = v implies -v = v implies u = 0. And uu = -v 
implies $%,I = (--1 )~“rU implies -21 = u implies u = 0. 
Lemma 2. I” 2 dividers r and i r is odd with usr = - I:, then there does 
nos’ exist any mm-zero vector v of V wifh 521~ u. Moreover, if each 
cycle oj*a is the same size, then for each cycle there is a unique mm 
zem (up to multiplication by + I ) WC~W ZI of V whose support is the 
,given cycle with ov = -v. 
ipro~bf. If ou = U, then C% = 11 asad --u = v and u = 0. Clearly, ou = -2) is 
possible. Let w be a vector with a 1 at one place in the given cycle and 
O’s elsewhere.. Consider IV -- cw +- u2 w - ,.. f o”-l w = u. Clearly, the 
siupport of u is the given cycEe. That cw = -tr is clear. Suppose u’ is 
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r~other such with support u’ contained in the given cycle. Then clearly, 
tlw s~qqoft is the wholt! cycle and, by adjusting if necessary, we can 
assure I hat u - d jit~ a 0 on the cyck. But CJ(U - v’) == d - ?,I = - -Cv - u’). 
Themfor&, U - U4 = d. I‘ 
Remark. The lemma is true even if the cycle sizes are different: one has 
to replace i r by is, where s is the order of u restricted to the given 
cycle. 
In view of the above lemmas, we now Lssume that A is a self-ortho- 
gonal code over GF(3) with an Invariance o whose associated permuta- 
tion fl has m cycles all of the same size, say i r, where (T .has order Y and 
El 1% = -l.Thus,n = $#rn and the n ambient coordinates are split up into 
nz cycles, each of length ir. Let ul, u2, . . . . urn be the m vectors(unique 
up to multiplication by 4 1) described by Lemma 2. Let $ be the con- 
traction map from V = GF(3)’ to W = GF(3)“. Thus 
J/(u) = uv, A, (v, v2), .. . . hJ, v”)) L 
We now prove 
Theorem 1. 3/(A) is a self-orthogonal subspace of W. 
Proof. We view the coorchnates as indexed by (ii 1) where 1 2 i I m, 
1 5 j < $ r, the orbits of R being (i, 1 ), (i, 2), . . . . (i, $ r) for i = 1, 2, . .., tn. 
Now, vi is 0 at (i’, j) for i’ # i. So we view vi as (vi, vi, . . . . v&.&. Suppose 
x,-y 64. Then t 
$(XP( x IYiir v/xl,j c 
‘= ’ ““i=l vjm xm, j 1 
arrd similarly for ll/(v). Therefore 
ut (v,Q2 = 1 for all i, j and therefore 
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We therefore view (*) as i r sums 
The second in.dex taken mod ir. Now suppose [r is such that o sends 
(2’,j) to ci, i+ 1) multiplied by Eij, i.e., (.vi,j) goes to (EijYi,j+l)* Since 
e&r &is sent to -_u” by (J, v/+r = -Ei/U/y *Or u/u/+~ = -eij* Hence 
m Y2r m Y2r 
irl j=l I’ I* 
c C V’V’+1Xi, j,Yi,i+l = 
3 
cz i=l j?i - ~zijXi,jYi,j+l  
But fijXi 1 = , (cJX)i I j+l. Therefore 
m Hr m Y2r 
xc 
i-1 j-1 
EijXi, j J’i, j4.1 = IX C (CFx)i j+lYi j+l = 0 l 
i-1 j=l ' , 
Each of the other sums is in a similar manner seen to be 0. 
We will apply this result in 5 5. Before doing so, we present ai result 
i&ptied by an analogous result of Pless [ 5 ] a 
8 4. On the minimum w&M in cyclic codes 
We shall next present a result which leads to a simple a -d economiical 
search procedure for finding the minimum weight in certain qrclic 
codes. 
Let 11= 2kc + 1 be an odd integer and let A be a cyclic: (11, k) code 
over F = GF(:q). Pick a generating matrix for the code as follows:: 
G = 11’; C;S] 
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where Ik is the k X k indentity matrix, Cis a k X 1 matrix, and S a k X k 
matrix. 
‘l’heorfm 2. Let w be even. Pf every vector of A with weight <_ 4 w - 1 
on the first k coordinates has weight > w, then A has minimum weight 
> w. 
Proof. Let a E A have wtight I w. Then the weight of c1 on the first k 
coordinates must be Z f w by assumption. We can insure, by cycling to 
the left if necessary, that a has a ;lon-zero entry on the (k + l)st coordi- 
nate. This having been done, the cycled a still must have weight >, i w 
on the first k coordinates by assumption, since cycling does not change 
the weight. On the last k coordinates, a now has weight 5 f w - 1. But 
by cycling k times to the right the new a will have weight I i w - I on 
the first k coordinates, a contradiction. Hence the theorem. 
Thus, to determine that the minimum weight is greater than w in such 
a code, the total number of code-vectors to be exam&d is at most 
c ;;-‘(l,(q - 1)I-l. 
Remark 1. Orre treats the possibility of odd minimum weight w by 
applying the search to the case for w + 1. 
Remark 2. Theorexr, 2 can be generalized to 
Theorem 2’. Let A be a cyclic (n, k) code MWI k > [l n]. Let e be the 
least integer greater tha.Q i(k - [in] - 3). Let w be any even positive 
integer. Suppose that every vector of A having we1:ght at most d w + e 
on the first k coordimtes has weight greater than w. Then the minimun 
distance in A is greclter than w. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that above anti will be omitted. 
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Determining the minimum wtt!ight of the (66,3Q) 
Wended quadratic residue code over CF(3)* 
Gleason [4] h.:as found the generators of the weight distd~tiom of 
an h&f-&men&& self-orthogonal codes over G%3)- 1x1 P3iYnomial 
form they are 
(1) P = y4 + 82y 9 
e = CY3 -x3)3x3 l 
Here, x is the weight counter and y is the 0 counter. P gives the weight 
distribution of the (4,2) code spanned by (1 z 1, 1 9 0) and (1 s .-- 1 9 0, 1 h 
The weight distribution of the Golay (B2,6) code, for example, is 
written as P3 - 24Q. The set of all products of P and Q of degree 60 
yields all the solutions to the MacWiliiams equations (see e.g. I41) in 
the case of the (60,30) code over GF(3j: na,mely 
That is, any solution has the form 
~15 +& Qip15-3iQi 
1 
for appropriate constants cy 1s . . . . a5 . Since the “square root” bound 
insures in this case that the minimum wei&& is at least 12, in order to 
produce d 2 12, we need only consider the solutions, for integers m and 
J-b 
(2) mP3Q4 + nQ5 -I-R 
where R k the unique po\yn*omial corresponding to the weight distribu- 
tion with d = 18 (see table 1). 
The tails of the weight distribution (t) for our code A are tkierefore: 
* For the defbi tion of a quadratic residue code see 13 J . For a proof of the fact -that ps~~(59) 
is :k ~~~~~rn~3~~l~~~n g.KNPp of the (60,30) extended quadratic residue code over GF(3,i see 
$5, Detwmining the minfmum weight of t/w (60,30) code 




. l . , . c 
60 -n+*41,184 
for some proper choice of m and II. 
A contraction map wiJ1 allow us to show that m = 0 implies y1 = 0. 
We take an invariance C$ = - 1. Then we get twelve vectors u*, u*, . ..) d*, 
each of weight 5 with u(ui) = -ui. Using these, we map A to a subspace 
of GF(3)‘* which, by Theorem 1, is orthogonal to itself. We calculate 
that in fact it has dimension 6, and we then prove it is equivalent o the 
Golay (12,6) code by the following method. 
We choose six linearly independent vectors from J/(A) and by row 
operations and column interchanges, obtain the following six vectors 
(+= 1, -= -1, blank = 0): 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
- - ..-_-- -.----- 
+ - + +- - - 
+ - - + - “I- 
- + - + + -!- 
- - - - - + 
- - + + + + 
+ + + -_. I + 
Then by monomial operations, we transform the right-hand half of this 
array into 
t + t + t 
+ + - - t 
+ + + - -- 
t - + A. _ 
t - -- + t 
+ t -- - t 
which is Hess’s matrix S5 in her generation of the Golay (12. 6) code 
by (I6 ; S,) [ 61. ‘Therefore, we have proved 
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Propositim 1. When A is tke (60, 30) extended quadratie residlde code 
over GF(3 j and ci is any no +trivial invariance of A with o5 = - :( , then 
the contrc:Mon map J/ maps A onto the Golay ( 12, 6) code ovev GF(3). 
Proof. AH $ibuch B are conjugate in the invariance group of A, nameiy 
PSL#9) centrally extended by f 1. 
C~ol.l~~y. No vector of weighf 15 in A cim be Ys tabilized ” by an inz- 
variance (7 of the type described in Proposition 1. (Stabilization is taken 
in the sense Phat CFV = -v.) 
PUNK Such a v would have to be of the form vi + uj k uk ,i, j and k 
distinct. But then $J would map er to a Ye&or of weight 3 and there are 
none in the Golay code. 
ProposUm 2. If m = 0 in (2), then n = 0 also. I.e., if A has no weight-l 2 
vcr~to~rs, its minimum weight is 18. 
Roof. If m = 0, then n is the number of weight-l 5 vectors in A. Thus, 
n 2 0. The invariance group of the c>de has ordler 60 l 59 l 58 = 
3 a 68 440., Since the number of vsL.?ght-60 vectors in A_ is 4 i I (84--n, 
n must be 1~s than 4 1 184. By [ 2, p. 1481 the stabilizer of a weight-l 5 
vector mus?. have permutation order dividing 15. lt cannot be S or 15 
by the corollO.u-y. But if it is 1 or 3, there are at least 68 440 vectors of 
fight 15; a contradiction. 
Thus, the question hzs bleen reduced to dete_rmining whether or not 
there are weight=. 12 vet! ors in A . 
We now use the resti& in ‘54 to show that there are no vectors of 
weight 12 in the (60,30) code A. Our procedure was first to compute a 
basis of the (59, ;!9) subcode A, in the form 
(1, *) = B = basis of (59, 29) code .A 0 
where I is the 29 >( 29 identity matrix and * is some uniquely deter- 
mined 29 x 30 maltrix over GF(3). (A, has the same minimum distance 
as A, by [ 2, p. 1343. We already .kne>H by the square root bound [ 2, 
. I26j ihat d was at least 12.) 
We then computed “2111" linear combinations over GF(3) of 5 or 
~~~~~r rows of B and calculated the “weigilt” of each. The quotes on 
“all” are used because for each subset of rows, we fixed one coefficient 
as 1 9 and whenever the 30th coordinate of a linear combination was 0, 
we passed OZI to the next case, bc,cause the left shift of such a vector is 
anather linear combination of 5 or fewer rows of B (and hdd in fact’ 
been already examined because of ahe lexi~o~~p~~~c way we g&&rated 
the subsets of rows of B for our processing). , , 
The quotes on “weight” are used because on&e we had verified that 
the weight-counting’portion f the’program was working properly, we 
inserted an inst~ction at about ~oo~~~inate 42 which passed onto the 
next case if the weight were greater than 3 2 3 
Needless to say, our instruction to print if the weight were less tha?z 
18 was never executed. Therefore, the (60,30) quadratic residue code 
over GF(3) has m~.nimum distance f, 8. By [ 21 its weight classes upport 
Sdesi,gns not equiv~ent t;:, those of Ples:q [ $1 having, however, the 
same Iparameters. 
Thr? complete weight distribution of the (60, 30) extended quadratic 
residue code over GF(3) is given in table 1. 
Table 1 
Factorization of the weight distribution of the (60,30) &f-orthogonal code over GF(3) with 
minimum weight 18. This table was computed by 9.N. Pierce, Der;c!-Aer 1969, and is also pub- 



















2’4145’6320 = 26 x 32 x 5 x 72 x 29 x 59 
88’2424~2960 = 24 ‘I( 32 x 5 x 13 x 19 x 292 x 59 
~720’7403~80~0~ 26 x 5 x 7 x 17 x 19 x 29 x 59 x 139 
1’8S~3’~90~‘1824 = 25 x 32 x 11 x 17 x 19 x 59 x 30649 
~1’0147’5~OP’40~~~ = 23 x 32 x 5 X 7 x 11 x 17 x 19 x 29 x 59 x 719 
36’~993’693~‘0~~~0 = 24 x 32 x 5 x 13 x 19 x 29 x 31 x 43 X 59 X 89 
63’9~84’6776’7~~0 = 2a’ x 33 x 5 x 7 x 112 X 29 x 59 x 1277 
5Pj27~9’00~5’~$~0= 24 x 33 x ?i2 x 11% 19 x “; x $9 x 15349 
27~27~6’4017’~~~O = 26 x 3 x 5 x 7” x 17 x 19 x 29 r 53 x 1049 
§‘7392~57~9*276~= 23 x 32 x 5 x 7 x 13 X 17 x .I9 X 29 ri 59 x 317 
4$5~‘29~7~85~~0~ 25 x 32 x 5 x 13 x 19 x 29 x 59 x 797 
13 Z ‘4403’8~~~0 = 2” x 5 x 7 x 1g3 x 29 x 59 
7145’1360 = 25 :I( 3” x 5 x 292 x 59 
4’1184 = 25 x 32 x 11 x 13 
a Tfhe program was written in Fortran 0-1 a PDP-10 t~;~~~~ng system. Programmers may 
surmise that our shortcuts required us to do without a do loop. This surmise is correct; 2nd 
oing wit!krout saved more time. The total cost of’running she foal veation of the ptrcgrarrr. WV 
about $50. 
- , - 
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